
Focus On Labels and Seals   

Automated seal inspection allows manufacturers to ensure that every package is sealed properly with no 
contamination  or foreign material in the critical seal area. Depending on the application, manufacturers 
can employ either a thermal imaging solution (for heat-sealed packages), a traditional vision system with 
special edge detection lighting, or a combination of both.

APPLICATION BRIEF PACKAGE INSPECTION

Thermal Imaging
Thermal imaging cameras allow 
the system to ‘see’ heat signatures 
created by heat-based sealers. 
These heat signatures provide 
a definitive view of the seal and 
can detect if the heat seal is 
incomplete. Using the measura® 
Inspection Software ‘blob’ analysis 
feature, the heat can be quantified 
in a variety of ways including:

• Length of seal  

• Number of seals (one vs.  
many small disjointed seals)

• Intensity of the seal

• Area of the seal

• Location of the seal

All of these analysis methods can 
be used to determine whether 
the seal is ‘good’ or ‘bad’, and 
automatic rejection devices can 
automatically remove the defective 
packages from the production line.

Color analysis  
of specific  
region-of-interest 
(ROI)

Date code and lot 
code verification

Barcode verification and  
readability analysis

Verification  
of specific  
text elements

Bottom label 
analysis

Inspection of  
seal area for 
foreign material 
or discoloration 
(optional) 



APPL ICATIO N BRIE F   PACKAGE INSPECTION

Label Inspection: Verify that the intended label has been applied and placed properly. Read and compare date code,  
lot code and bar codes to correct values, and assess print quality.
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Actual label values as extracted from system cameras

Edge Inspection
Using high-resolution imaging cameras, combined with special lighting techniques, it is possible to zoom in on the edges 
of every package and search for abnormal areas of the seal based on color and size. Several unique methods are also 
used to determine seal integrity, including the detection and analysis of the heat seal pattern and the identification and 
quantification of any areas of the seal that show an abnormal seal pattern.

Closeup of debris detected 
in the seal along the edge  
of the package.

Actual seal data as
extracted by the 
measura® Inspection 
system cameras.

Complete Analysis: size, shape color & label verification
TOP & BOTTOM


